
�� 48-Hour Irrigation Hold

Automatically prevents irrigation 
for 48-hours following rainfall.  
Designed to meet local mandates 
and eliminate unnecessary fines.

�� Saves Water

Independent testing shows a rain 
sensor offers 30-35% water savings 
over basic irrigation controllers.

�� Prevents Over-Watering

Turns the irrigation system off during 
rain and low temperatures. Reduces 
water waste.

WR2-48 Wireless Rain/Freeze Sensor with Automatic 48-hour Hold

Taking the Guesswork Out of Water Conservation

Rain Bird is once again at the forefront of innovation, offering a 
wireless rain/freeze sensor that meets the strictest government 
mandates while helping to lower your water bills.

The WR2-48 takes everything great about the original WR2 and 
adds an automatic, 48-hour shut-off feature.  A familiar, four-
button receiver for programming, and the industry-leading Sensor 
Mounting Bracket makes single-person install  impossibly simple.

Choose your own rainfall or low temperature set points and save up 
to 35% on water usage while promoting lush, beautiful landscapes.



Programs in seconds

Determine best sensor location 
using signal strength indicator

Sensor installs easily using 
versatile mounting bracket

Battery replacement requires 
no tools or sensor disassembly

WR2-48 Wireless Rain/Freeze Sensor with Automatic 48-hour Hold

Faster installations

�l Single person installation.
�l LED on the sensor indicates signal 

strength, eliminating the need to walk 
back to the receiver.
�l Versatile mounting bracket attaches 

to a gutter or vertical surface.

Easy to Use

�l Programs in seconds.
�l Large LCD displays all settings in one 

location.
�l Battery replacement requires no tools.

Superior Signal Reliability

�l Signal strength is displayed on wall 
unit and sensor.
�l Communicates out to a range of 700 

feet (213.4m) from the wall unit.
�l Communicates every 45 seconds to 

ensure reliability.

Superior Features

�l WR2 suspends irrigation in three ways:
�l Accumulated rainfall.
�l Quick Shut Off.
�l Automatic 48-hour hold after rainfall.

�l Pair one sensor with multiple controllers:
�l Installation time and product cost savings 

on commercial properties.
�l Customized rainfall and temperature set 

points for each irrigation controller.
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